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   ABSTRACT

The heating and loss of plasmas have been studied in three pulsed,
toroidal multipole devices:  a large levitated octupole, a small support-

i   ed ottupole and a very .small supported quadrupole. Plasmas are produced
by gun injection and heated by electron and ion cyclotron resonance heat-
ing and ohmic heating.  Electron cyclotron heating rates have been
measured over a wide range of parameters, and the results are in quanti-
tative agreement with stochastic heating theory.  Electron cyclotron
resonance heating produces ions with energies larger than predicted by
theory.  With the addition of a toroidal field, ohmic heating gives
densities as high as 1013cm-3 in the toroidal quadrupole and 1012cm-3 in

the small octupole.

, Plasma losses for n=5 x 10gcm-3 plasmas are inferred from Langmuir
probe and Fabry-Perot interferometer measurements, and measured with
special striped collectors on the wall and rings.  The loss to a levi-
·tated ring is measured using a modulated light beam telemeter.  The con-
finement is better than Bohm but considerably worse than classical.  Low
frequency convective cells which are fixed in space are observed.  These
cells around the ring are diminished when a weak toroidal field is added,
and loss collectors show a vastly reduced flux to the rings.  Analysis of

the spatial density profile shows features of 8-independent diffusion. The
confinement is sensitive to some kinds of dc field errors, but surpris-
ingly insensitive to perturbations of the ac confining field.

*This work was supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission...'
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I.  PLASMA HEATING

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating:  ECRH has been a standard means
of producing and heating plasmas in toroidal multipoles.  Recent experi-
ments on the small octupole have permitted quantitative measurements of

electron heating rates over a wide range of parameters.  These studies
have used a relatively low power (< 100 watts) microwave source to sweep
through an isolated cavity mode or to excite a number of adjacent modes
whose Q can be measured. The perturbation in Q'due to the presence of
the plasma gives a measure of the heating rate.  Fig. 1 shows the heating
rate as a function of resonance zone position which is specified by the
ratio of the resonance zone magnetic field to the maximum magnetic field
in the octupole.  G is the normalized heating rate which is proportional

...  to the average.power absorbed
I

'''I/''I') per electron.  G can be calcu-
lated from single particle heat-i .

m.

ing theory and it is in reason-
ably good agreement with the

f.
STHEORY

electron densities.  At high

experimental results at low

." electron densities,  the  pene-0.1:                    - .... tration problem can reduce the
o                 heating rate if the microwaves

are not launched on a magnetic
beach.  Fig. 2 shows the heating.. rate as a function of electron

/ I density with resonance zones near
0            the rings of the octupole.  Theaol.

0    0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 accessibility problem accounts-El'I

BIAX for the fall off of the heating
rate at high densities.  When

Fig. l.  ECRH rate vs position of the resonance zone is near the
resonance zone center of the octupole, no such

fall off is observed.  The
neutral density, electric field
strength and electron plasma           z1.0         ,    , . . . . . .1 . ....1        ,    .   .... ,..
temperature are varied, and         z.  8./8-•0.53
the heating rate is not sen- - V/W , 7x IO

sitive to the variation Of -

THEORY
S

these parameters at low plasma     G
densities as expected from the :.

... e. ..
single particle heating theory. 0.1

- 0. / .  I  ...

0 . : . :    Z
A short (200 usec,), high : . :%     I

power (100 kW), pulse of micro-
,,
..

waves at the electron cyclo-       -                          41 -
tron frequency produce an
anisotropic component of O.0,           •      •    •  • • · • •i          ·     ·    '  · · · - ' '

"S.          21                 0.                               40
energetic electrons (5 10 (keV)                                                       w

which have a long lifetime
(5 10 msec) in the levitated Fig. 2.  ECRH rate vs electron density
octupole. Since maximum
heating occurs off the separatrix, the long lifetime electrons occur
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only with high initial density (-lolocm-3) and high neutral pressure

(> 10-6 Torr H2)' so they do not dominate the· pressure profile.  Also a
slight BT(Bn/BT - 3 at resonance zone) and full levitation are necessary.
The latt6r pco dition could be superficial.  The electrons mirror in the
low field side of the ring opposite both the detector and the supports.
Since the electrons must sustain a collision to be detected, the ring

supports could just be interrupting the electrons driving the detection
signal into the noise level.

For a shorter microwave pulse (5 30 usec) into a low initial density
(- 5xloecm-3) and low neutral pressure (- 5x10-7 Torr), the hot electrons

dominate the pressure profile.  Various large potential oscillations are
observed and lons are heated as well as electrons. Average ion. energy
rises about 15 eV.  The distribution is non-Maxwellian with 1 keV energy
ions observed.

Capacative probes observe oscillations (wl) which are -w i 2 2 w.
and have an amplitude of 50 volts peak-to-peat.  Also a very  ow freq6&ncy
(w2) floating potential difference of up to 200 volts along field lines

is observed.' For wl to be identified as a decay instability product from
the incident microwaves a third wave (w3) must be observed where
Wl=(0 -w..  With an unshielded probe tip, no high frequency wave (wl)
was BN2*Bved to within 5 orders of magnitude of the incident microwave 4
signal.  With a screenedtip no purely electrostatic wave at  03 was ob-served either.  Oscillations in the range of the electron plasma fre-

quency (240 MHz <w. /21 < 1800 MHz) were observed, however.
...                         .

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating:  RF electric fields at the ion cy-
clotron frequency (- 1 MHz) are produced by an electrostatically shielded
fifth ring coaxial to the four main rings and located near the wall.  The

inductive electric field easily penetrates the plasma at densities up to
3x1012 cm-3.  A 100 kN oscillator provides a 144 usec pulse of 1 1·1Hz rf,
raising the ion temperature from S 3 eV to - 30 eV as measured by an

electrostatic analyzer.  The fifth ring in parallel with resonating ca-
pacitors forms the tank circuit of the oscillator.  The resistive loading
of the fifth ring by the plasma is measured by a null technique.  The
voltage applied to the fifth ring and the drive current of the tank are
compared, the difference from a null condition being experimentally
calibrated.  The particle heating measured with the energy analyzer and
the power supplied to the plasma as inferred from the loading measure-
ments are compared to stochastic heating theory in Fig. 3.  A higher

power (500 kW) oscillator with improved impedance match to the plasma
and improved coupling structure are being developed.

Ohmic Heating:  The primary ohmic heating experiment in the small
supported toroidal quadrupole (2xl04cm3).  The time changing poloidal
confinement field (ri,2=1.2 msec) is coupled with either a crowbarred or
falling toroidal fie18 (r,  = .6 msec) In the latter case for peak
poldidal and toroidal fiel6E of 10 and 3.5 kG a maximum <EV> of
200 mV/cm is sustained for 300 usec.  Because of the radial dependence of

a quadrupole field njar its magnetic axis, plasma currents generated

-2-
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'2    IO                                 (10kA) are not sufficient to

O OBSERVED PARTICLE HeATING alter the basic vacuum field
'1 structure.  Toroidal and poloid-X HOOP LOADING

al current components have decay
times of - 100 usec determined
by the time changing rotational

4                                        transform and <Ell>. Local con-
10                                   ductivity for the bulk of the

plasma is consistent with Spitzer
ABSORBED (10 eV) except outside the curr-X

-  1
ent peak where large, low fre-

( WATTS) qucncy fluctuations exist.  A
broad spectrum of density fluc-

|03 _ THEORY tuations (20-200 kHz) is ob-

X served in the region of inverted
prdssure gradient outside the
density peak where electron

x                               drift and thermal speeds are
X,                            comparable.  High frequency

fluctuations (1 MHz) are present
102             I               near the ring. Densities

10" 10'2 1013
> 1013cm-3 are produced with in-

n (cm-3) creased input power but carbon

Fig.,3.  ICRH power absorbed ..-

by the plasma vs electron· n k                     J,L
density. cm-3 n

radiation (CI-CIV) then repre- PL

sents a major loss.  kT  re-                n                      40
mains in the 10 eV rang$.  The                                    o

spatial distribution of the
5 x  109       .25                                                                                                                                                0

profile is shown in Fig. 4.
00

Similar experiments are                                   0        25

under way on the small octupole,                         *using the electric field in-               o                   0

duced by the rise and decay of 0 0
the toroidal field, or the de- 0 0
cay of the octupole field, INNER             0           1           1    |

starting with a microwave- RING                                                  1.
produced plasma.  An on-axis
toroidal current density of

Fig. 4.  Spatial distribution of plasma
4.4 A/cm2 was observed for
an applied toroidal magnetic

current (Jol)' density (n), and den-

field of 1.3 kG and half
sity fluc r tuations (an/n) near the

inner ring of the toroidal quadrupole.
period 1.8 msec, giving a
q of 11.  For the same octupole field
and Hp filling pressure, application  of a faster pulsed.(half  peri od
1.0 mfec) toroidal fleld of the same magnitude resulted in a plasma with
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toroidal current density of 1.2 A/cm2 on axis, corresponding to q = 40,
total current 23A within the main toroidal current channel of radius
3.5 cm, and n  on axis of 2xl011cm-3.  Surrounding this plasma is a ring
of denser plaSma ne 16xl011cm-3, created by a poloidal ohmic heating
current induced by the rise of the toroidal field.

II. PLASMA LOSSES

Fluctuations:  The low frequency (10-20 kHz) fluctuation spectrum in
the levitated octupole has been examined using correlation routines
written for the computer data acquisition system developed here.  The
waves have been examined for gun injected plasmas (n-5x10'cm-3) with the

poloidal B field only.  The results are similar for the fluctuation spec-
trum seen both at peak field and in the early, rising B portion of the

pulse.  The frequency is quite sensitive to the presence of obstacles
such as supports and probes nearby in the plasma. High impedance double
probes located 1 cm apart along a B line are in phase to within 0.1% of
the fluctuation period, indicating Vll Potential = 0 and AII is longer .
than the (closed) field line.  The toroidal phase velocity of the waves
has been measured with pairs of probes separated toroidally.  The rota-
tional angular frequency is typically 2-3xl 03sec-1 in the ion diamag-
netic drift direction and is a function of 4.  The phase velocity is
typically 3xloscm/sec with a 20 am wavelength.  Density gradients give
the xalue of the diamagnetic velocity, and potential gradients yield the
E x B velocity which is found to be equal to and parallel with the dia-
magnetic velocity.  The sum of these measured values is within 10% of
the measured toroidal wa.ve velocity. These observations indicate that
plasnia potentials and the associated density gradients drive the
toroidal motion of the waves and the background plasma.  The fluctuation
level 6N /N rises.from a fraction of a percent at the separatrix torms
its maximum value at W of typically 25% and it drops onlycri t
slightly outward to the wall. This fluctuation decreases with in-
creasing field strength.  At the wall, 6 N is independent of B but drops
40% at 0 with a 60% increase in B.cri t

The correlation coefficient between 6 N at the wall seen by a
stripped collector and the 6 N seen by a movable probe drops from (typ-
ically) 80% just outside 4 to 10% at 4 .  This crossfield corre-c ri t
lation coefficient of the waves at 4  sePdrops by 1/3 with a 60%

..increase in B.  The crossfield phase velocity is 2.5xl04cm/seccrl t

outwards, essentially independent of B.

Convection Cells:  Closed floating potential c6ntours or cells
(60=0.3 kT /e) are observed in the private flux region of a ring for
plasmas wifh n=5x10'cm-3 and w .Zw ..  The E x   circulation times are

pi  ciseveral milliseconds. The cell structure is reproducible,
suggesting that the cells are generated by some permanent structural
feature of the machine such as the poloidal gap or sgme inherent field
error. Since the hoop surface is an equipotential, E x   drifts cannot
carry the plasma all the way to the hoop, although the observed electric

fields in the body of the plasma can cause crossfield fluxes of the
1.1
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order of 1% to 10% of Bohm.  These cells are diminished with full levi-

tation when a weak toroidal field (BT=O.1 B· at the surface of the outer
ring) is added. The observed cells might

PI ear
a relation to long wave

vortices predicted by guiding center theory.

Floating potential contours over a 90' azimuthal segment of the pri-
vate flux region near the gap for the case of a purely poloidal field
and the case with the toroidal field are shown in Fig. 5.  The hoops were
fully levitated for both cases.  When the toroidal field was added, the
cell structure was smoothed and the potential contours became azimuthally

..           symmetric.'WITH TOROIDAL FIELD

The high density pldSIlla has• PaRATRIX                  d.- -       - ,     ..               1,2 -2 W .-10 WCi and, for a purely
PS 1           3 - &    Ca)    Pi       poloidal field, exami-4             - -         S               nation of a quarter sector of the

43 4.5- toroid showed a lack of cellHOOP
SURFACE 285 300 315 330 345 GAP structure described above.

THETA - degrees

PU ELY POLOIDAL FIELD Surface Plasma Flux: The

region around an internal ring inSEPARATRIX 56----- an octupole can have absolute MHDF stability when the plasma densityPSI (b)

gradient is directed away from the
6 5 ring.  For this reason the detailsHoop                    I of plasma transport and behaviorSURFA :E 285 300 315 330 345 GAP

THETA - degrees    near such a ring are of special
interest. Plasma losses to an

Fig· 5.  Contours of equal floating outer ring were measured by the
potential (volts) in the private striped surface collectors de-
flux region in the vicinity of. veloped at the University Qfthe insulated pdloidal field gap. Wisconsin.

Adding a weak toroidal field
to the octupole (BT,0.1 B  at the surface of the outer ring) reduced
particle loss to a fully Plevitated ring by about a factor of 10 for a
hot ion (kTi=20-40 eV, kT =5 eV) plasma.  Losses had to be measured via
a telemeter, with all wirSs, probes, and supports removed from the
vicinity of the ring since such obstacles alter the natural loss.  Under
these circumstances, a large burst, of plasma loss near injection is ·.
followed by a quiet period, then, under some circumstances, by a burst of
noise on the collector cu,rrent, and then a further quiet period. It was
found that even a 0.75 mm diameter wire obstacle 6 mm from the ring but

1

For a discussion of vortices associated with guiding-center theory see:

J. B. Taylor and B. McNamara, Phys. Fluids 14, 1492 (1971) and H. Okuda
and J. M. Dawson, Phys. Fluids 16, 408 (197IT and G. Joyce and
0. Montgomery, Journ. of Plasma Physics 10, 107 (1973).

4*
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·60° away from a collector around the major circumference of the ring
drastically affected collector current.  This obstacle eliminated the
burst of noise on the collector current and somewhat reduced the magni-
tude of the current at all times.  Evidently, probe measurements made
near a fully levitated ring must be interpreted with great care since the
probe itself is an obstacle.

Floating potential profiles were taken near the ring with a high im-
pedance Langmuir probe.  For the poloidal field only case, the profile

was quite flat, and the ring floating potential was quite close to the
floating potential of the main body of the plasma.  With the added tor-
oidal field, the floating potential profile was similar to that of the
poloidal field only case, but the ring itself floated to a much higher
positive voltage (,+10V).  Evidently, the added toroidal field strongly
inhibited electron transport to the ring with the hot ion plasma.  Using

a ring itself as an electrode give an ambiguous result since the measured
loss changes as the collecting potential is raised.

A local 9rossfield diffusion coefficient was defined as follows:

D /cm2\ =  Particle flux to collector
(sec) Density gradient near the ring

This was determined for different magnetic field strengths with and with-
out the added toroidal field.  Loss to the ring was measured via tele-

meter, with all obstacles removed from the vicinity of the ring.  The
density gradient near the .ring was measured with a Langmuir probe, and
it was assumed that this did not change when the probe was removed from
the region next to the ring.  The results of these measurements and
calculations are shown in Table I.

Thus, from direct measurement of particle loss to a ring via a tele-
meter and observations of the floating voltage of a support free ring,
we conclude that confinement properties in octupoles are different with
and without a toroidal field.  When such a field is added, a shearless
layer is formed near the wall and within the last MHD stable flux sur-
face.  This layer is highly sensitive to field perturbations.  Striped
collectors on some sections of the octupole wall have measured large in-
creases in plasma loss with the added toroidal field.

Field Errors:  Various types of magnetic field perturbations were
applied and the floating potential in the vicinity of the perturbations
was scanned.  Field errors which left poloidal field lines inside *cri t
closed did not generate any observable structure.  Relatively large
field errors can leave field lines closed if ce5tain symmetry and per-
turbation orientation conditions are satisfied. On the other hand,

2
J. R. Drake, in the Proceedings of the 1st International IEEE
Conference on Plasma Science, Knoxville, Tennessee (1974).

4.1
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errors which drew field lines SUPPORTED 88.0 n. 5%10'c"i' 29 msec

from the containment zone out *- \
through the conducting vacuum --//'ijaf)\_------4:lv
tank wall (dc field errors) or * -01(.
errors which drew field lines =====ZIL-- -OD,_--31V
through the obstacle-like per- --0 2.5 V

turbation (field errors pulsed    t  ,275' 2600

I_ HOOP -„ 21"with the same time dependence
as the main field and located
between 4 .  and the vacuum
tank walltrjJuld generate * SUPPORTED   <16 of *S   1 t

6 n  ,  5 X 10' c:3 28 msec
-C- \-J  /- -------- .

structure in the plasma. When
.../- ---___ cfl.=dESZ==Z><zzzthe field error was applied to

a plasma (n=5x10'cm-3 ) with no 1' _ __-____  --.-  ___-1 : v-
2.0 V

ring supports present a positive
3.5 V

-23 2.0 V
center cell was generated. 'P, -.
Similar positive-center cells 2750 260• 1 245• 230• 2/5I

NOUTER HOOP SUPPORTS

were geherated by ring support                                            .·
obstacles. When both the D.C.,
field error and the supports

<LEVITATED 1 <i  ".1; 1588  n, 8 X 10'cni' 28-sec
were present both positive- 1.5 v

center and negative-center cells -% -- -laI_

appeared.  Examples of the cell 9-- -----ill--.* --_ELL
.-. 4 S V

structure generated by a dc A,Vt<IV-
perturbation and ring support        -9          1
obstacles are shown in Fig. 6. 2750 2600 2450 2300 2150

''         Fig. 6.  Convection cells generatedThe field errors applied
to the toroidal quadrupole are

by a dc field error.

always dc because-of the stainless
steel vacuum vessel.  At four azimuthal locations, pairs of dipoles,  =
above and below the vacuum vessel, produced a 4% perturbation in the
poloidal field.  The plasma density was lolocm-3 and kT =1 eV.  For par-

allel moments, large losses to the walls and rings resu9ted with a dis-
tribution consistent with plasma streaming along field lines leaving the
confinement region.  Antiparallel dipoles produced no change in the
losses over the unperturbed plasma.

Behavior at High Densities:  A longer version of the coaxial plasma
gun has been constructed giving a higher efficiency of plasma production.
About 60% of the neutral gas initially injected is expelled as plasma
from the gun.  The gun has been placed directly on the side of the large
octupole resulting in peak densities of - 2xl012cm-3 and trapping

efficiencies of - 80% with very good reproducibility (< 5% shot-to-shot
density variation).

At this density the initial ion temperature is - 10 eV.  The ions
rapidly cool (- 200 psec) to 1 eV due to charge exchange with the neutral
gas accompanying injection.  The electron temperature cools to 1.5 eV in
4 msec and remains constant for the duration of the experiment.  At these

+M
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temperatures, densities, and neutral densities the plasma is dominated
by Coulomb interactions with X i-10 cm.  Profile evolution (see Fig. 7)
is   towa rd a rather flat profil8. Large fluctuations are observed,
localized in the bad curvature region (ballooning mode) propagating
perpendicular to  .  The fluctuations extend from well inside +  out to

*( with largest amplitude occuring midway between *c and *s.  Af that
6npoint ii-=  0.4-0.5  with  60  -  0.3 volts,  w=104-lossec-1,  and  Kl1-1  cm-1.

w increases roughly  linearly
----                        ·    ·      · ·-7  with..B and Kil decreases with

.
10-    increasing B.  The calculated

diffusion coefficient

ni D =  <6ni60>/Un- 1 m2sec-1
Ecm.'R809

·

is roughly equal to the Bohm2.2 msec
value and agrees with the ob-

.2 msec served plasma lifetime of
1-                                   -5 msec.

0 .
9.2 msec «....,.,

J.                                                                                                       L

0. ,  :.

.,           r·0|2 3
HOOP INCHES FROM HOOP

Fig. 7  Evolution of profile for a
high density plasma in the levi-
tated octupole.
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Table I.  Diffusion Coefficient (D) vs Magnetic Field (B)

1.2 kG 1.8 kG 2.4 kG 3.0 kG

- (cmz) 800 620 780 765B Poloidal only  u  , -
isecj

0.          :.

B Poloidal and Toroidal            63          62         55         48

Bohm Diffusion                                                    10,000

4'
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Figure Captions

l.  ECRH rate vs position of resonance zone.

2.  ECRH ratd vs electron density.

3.  ICRH power absorbed by the plasma vs electron density.

4.  Spatial distribution of plasma current (J  ), density (n), andPl.
density fluctuations (6n/n) near the inner ring of the

toroidal quadrupole.
..              1

5.    Contours  of equal hoating potential (volts)  in the private
flux region in the vicinity of the insulated poloidal field
gap.

6.  Convection cell generated by a dc field error.

7.  Evolution of profile for a high density plasma in the levitated
octupole.
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